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AIRLINES 10% RISE IN PASSENGER FARES SHOULD BE IMPORTANT 
EARNINGS STIMULUS IN NEARBY MONTHS·· CAB APPROVAL FOL-
LOWS LINE DISCUSSED IN STOCK COMMENTS NOS. 77 AND 78 

(Repeating Wire Flash No. 613, 3/24/47) 

The Civil Aeronautics Board's prompt approval of the March 17th petition for a 10% 
increase in domestic passenger fares is expected to contribute importantly to an improve
ment in earnings trends in the months directly ahead. Although the CAB stipulated that 
the rate advance be fixed generally for only 90 days, after which time each system may 
set the fares it deems necessary, it is significant that the mandatory period will take in 
the second quarter, a period when a sharp seasonal upturn in traffic has usually occurred 
for most air carriers. Because of the competitive situation in the industry, individual 
adoption of rate increases is difficult. In fact, when National Air Lines raised fares to 
a 5 cent basis last winter, Eastern Air Lines - a direct competitor along the East Coast 
continued to offer lower fares. In recent weeks, however, the scheduled lines finally 
presented a united front, on the fare subject, after some of the exponents of low rates 
(American, Eastern and United Air Lines in particular) deferred to the immediate needs for 
revenue increases for some of the less strongly placed lines. The new tariffs should be
come effective on April 1 and average fares then will be around 5 cents a mile, compared 
with 4.68 cents at present, according to the Air Transport Association. It is pointed out 
that the new levels will be under pre-war fares and that they will be about the same as 
those prevailing until 1945, when sharp cuts were instituted. A 5.5 cents per passenger 
mile rate for Constellation and DC-6 planes (the latter have not yet been placed in com
mercial service) was also approved for a period of 120 days. The rate increases are es
timated to represent some $25 to $30 million of additional revenues on a yearly basis, 
based on the 1946 level of traffic. This compares with estimated net loss of some $10 
million for the 16 domestic lines last year. 

No important diversion of traffic to other forms of transportation is anticipated as 
a result of the advanced rates, as the time saving on longer trips has been a major factor 
in the growth of air traffic over the past years while over-all costs will still compare 
satisfactorily with rail Pullman travel. It should be noted, moreover, that higher rail 
rates have been proposed recently and if these should be made effective, the competitive 
position of airlines vs. rail carriers would be about the same as before the fare changes. 

The severe drop in load factors during recent months has caused substantial operating 
losses for most airlines and a few carriers will require more than the rise in passenger 
rates to reach a satisfactory earnings level. Consequently, applications for higher mail 
pay are expected to be pressed. Transcontinental & Western Air, for example, has joined 
the ranks of companies seeking mail pay readjustments (see Stock Comments Nos. 77 and 78, 
dated February 17th and 14th for other references· to such petitions). The CAB has acted 
on a few mail requests - temporary mail rates were given to Colonial Airlines and North
east Airlines in the past few days, with final rates to be fixed after further study. But 
the Board's comments, both in its latest passenger fare decision and in other cases, in
dicate that the possibility of an increased financial burden on the Government, as a re
sult of the many requests for higher air mail pay, is a serious issue in its delibera
tions. This attitude may not rule out further mail adjustments in instances of acute 
need, but it remains to be seen how far the CAB will feel it desirable to go in bolster
ing individual companies' present op_er.ations~ 

The retrenchment programs under way in the airlines industry since late 1946 and the 
upturn in traffic and load factors reported in many parts of the country during the cur
rent month, coupled with the advance in passenger fares, should permit a sharp improvement 
in operating results of at least the better situated systems in the months ahead. The do
mestic scheduled airlines as a whole received about 88% of their total gross from passen
ger revenues in 1946 and only some 6% from mail. Consequently, for the larger part of the 
industry, a lasting improvement in passenger activities would far outweigh whatever bene
fits could be expected from increased mail income. The more favorable safety record of 
the recent past and the approach of normally better flying weather in numerous parts of 
the country are also promising factors. 

Airline equities for the most part have acted moderately better relative to the gen
eral market in the recent past (notwithstanding the deferment of the April 1st interest 
payment on the Pennsylvania-Central Airlines income debentures). Although some time will 
be required before income reports again are generall-y~favorable, the severe price declines 
of the past year could be followed by gradually improved market performance for selected 
issues over the intermediate term. 
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AIRLINES 
CAB to Investigate Passenger and Cargo Rates in Addition to Air Mail Rates 

(Repeating Wire Flash No. 847, 2/17/47) 

With an investigation of passenger and cargo rates of certificated airline operators 
ordered last week-end by the Civil Aeronautice Board, it is apparent that the CAB will 
not confine its "relief" activities to mail rate questions. (See Stock Comment No. 78, 
February 14, 1947.) In fact, action on some mai l rate applications (although possibly 
not all) seems likely to be held up until the passenger-cargo rate probe takes place . 
Despite the indications that the CAB will insist that other remedies also be explored -
including operating economies and a critical review of non-mail income - selective in
creases in mail compensation still are regarded as one of the methods likely to be applied 
in cases of definite need. 

Meanwhile, reports also have been noted that the Chairman of the CAB considers loans 
by the RFC to be warranted in individual instances where air carriers might require such 
help in financing equipment programs . It remains to be seen whether the CAB as a whole 
(as well as other interested parties) will agree with the further suggestion that mergers 
be considered as a solution of existing difficulties of some less favorably situated lines. 
Until the present time, consolidations of certificated airlines have not generally been 
encouraged. In fact, the doctrine of "reasonable competition" has been a prominent phase, 
in many past route decisions, as well as in the law covering the regulation of these 
operators. 
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